
On Friday evening, February 2, 2024, we had
the pleasure of presenting a number of new
Moonwires products as part of the evening
events organized by the l'Auditorium club in
Vétroz. The latter takes advantage of the
Stenheim auditorium, a Swiss manufacturer of
high-end loudspeakers, for unique musical
evenings.

Moonwires wasn't alone, as William Roussy
from EMOSOUND in Sottens
and Marc Gerber were on hand to present a
DAC streamer they had developed themselves.

The new products distributed by
Moonwires in Switzerland include LAN and
USB cables, as well as a power cleaner
manufactured by AB-TECH in Sweden.

AB-TECH's LAN and USB cables are
designed to deliver optimized digital data
transmission. Thanks to their advanced
technology and galvanic isolation, these
cables guarantee uncompromising data
transfer quality, so you can make the most
of high-end digital sources and leave room
for your music.

The AB-TECH FRID power cleaner, which
means "peace and tranquility" in Swedish,
reduces electrical disturbances, thus
improving sound quality, providing a better
sound image, greater sonic finesse and
more natural musical reproduction.



The evening began with an aperitif featuring a
selection of Vaud wines donated by
EMOSOUND.

Then we demonstrated the musical performance
of the EMODAC DAC streamer, connected via
our Moonwires Cetus mineral-shielded power
cable, a pair of Columbia XLR cables, to a
NEUKOMM integrated amplifier. The latter
powered the new Stenheim Alumine 2.5
loudspeakers.

Marc Gerber was able to demonstrate the
full musical performance of his streamer,
with a selection of well-chosen tracks that
revealed the full potential of their device. 

Listeners were able to share their
impressions, unanimous in their praise for
the EMODAC's accurate and musical
reproduction.



In the second part, we compared the
performance of AB- TECH's LAN network cable
with that of an already high-performance LAN
cable, as well as the addition of the FRID power
cleaner on the power strip.

The LAN and USB cables and AB-TECH power
cleaner presented by Moonwires really
impressed the audiophiles present at the event.
Their cutting-edge technology and build quality
were particularly appreciated, as was their
ability to significantly improve the sound quality
of high-end digital equipment. 

The musical performance of the EMODAC DAC
streamer was also widely praised, as was the
quality of the Stenheim Alumine 2.5
loudspeakers.

High-fidelity enthusiasts enjoyed an
evening rich in discoveries and exchanges.

The evening was a real success, allowing
audiophiles present to discover the latest
innovations in LAN and USB cables and
AB-TECH's power cleaner.

The musical performance of the EMODAC
DAC streamer from EMOSOUND was also
highlighted, thanks to a judicious selection
of tracks. 

As for the Stenheim Alumine 2.5
loudspeakers, they fully conveyed the
musical performance of the system
presented during this beautiful evening.


